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Season 1, Episode 18
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Not Guilty as Charged



Caught by the FBI, Ethan is brought back to Phoenix to face charges for murder. As Emma continues to search for evidence that can help Ethan’s case, she clashes with Ted and Kristin over her unwavering support of a murder suspect. Alec’s relationship with the victim prevents him from taking the case himself so he assigns a star prosecutor from his firm, prompting Dan to reach out to an ex-girlfriend who is now a successful defense attorney.

Meanwhile, encouraged by their time together in hiding, Sutton has her own plans for Ethan.
Quest roles:
Charisma Carpenter(Rebecca Sewell), Christian Alexander(Tyler Rybak), Tyler Christopher(Dan Whitehorse), Adrian Pasdar(Alec Rybak), Gil Birmingham(Ben Whitehorse), Yara Martinez(Theresa Lopez)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 February 2012, 21:00
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